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The Gale Encyclopedia Of Cancer: A Guide To Cancer And Its Treatments (Gale Encyclopedia of Cancer) 2 Volume SetGale, 2005

	Unfortunately, man must suffer disease. Some diseases

	are totally reversible and can be effectively treated.

	Moreover, some diseases with proper treatment have

	been virtually annihilated, such as polio, rheumatic

	fever, smallpox, and, to some extent, tuberculosis. Other

	diseases seem to target one organ, such as the heart,...
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Breast Cancer: Nuclear Medicine in Diagnosis and Therapeutic OptionsSpringer, 2007

	There can never be enough material in the public domain about cancers, and particularly breast cancer. This book adds much to the literature. It provides general information on breast cancer management and considers all new methods of diagnosis and therapy. It focuses on nuclear medicine modalities by comparing their results with other...
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Endourooncology: New Horizons in Endourology (Recent Advances in Endourology)Springer, 2004

	Recent research and clinical work have demonstrated that the rapid urologic innovation in minimally invasive treatment is creating exciting new horizons in endourology. This sixth volume in the series Recent Advances in Endourology brings that knowledge to a wider audience, focusing on the new concept of endourooncology, which is the...
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Office Andrology (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive and practice-oriented resource guide to currently available diagnostic and treatment options for male infertility disorders. Topics covered range from basic sperm biology and male reproductive endocrinology, to immunology, specialized sperm testing, and the genetic background to male infertility. The authors emphasize the...
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Emerging Optical Network Technologies: Architectures, Protocols and PerformanceSpringer, 2004
Optical networks have moved from laboratory settings and theoretical research
to real-world deployment and service-oriented explorations. New technologies
such as Ethernet PON and optical packet switching are being explored,
and the landscape is continuously and rapidly evolving. Some of the
key issues involving these new...
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Signal Processing and Linear SystemsOxford University Press, 2000
This text presents a comprehensive treatment of signal processing and linear systems suitable for juniors and seniors in electrical engineering. Based on B. P. Lathi's widely used book, Linear Systems and Signals, it features additional applications to communications, controls, and filtering as well as new chapters on analog and digital filters and...
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Advanced Computational Intelligence Paradigms in Healthcare - 1 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
This book presents some of the most recent research results on the applications of computational intelligence in healthcare. The contents include: Information model for management of clinical content; State-based model for management of type II diabetes; Case-based reasoning in medicine; Assessing the quality of care in artificial intelligence...
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Collaborative Geographic Information SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Many advances in the integration of group spatial modeling, geographic information systems (GIS), and the Internet have occurred in recent years; however, there is a lack of materials to highlight the transdisciplinary characteristics and impacts of this convergence while providing a uniform and consistent treatment of this expanding field of...
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Pancreatic Cancer: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004


	Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is the fourth leading cause of cancer

	death in the United States. Annually approximately 30,000 Americans are

	diagnosed with the disease and most will die from it within five years. Pancreatic

	ductal adenocarcinoma is unique because of its late onset in age, high

	mortality, small tumor samples...
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The Gale Encyclopedia of Alternative Medicine - 4 Volume setGacl, 2005

	The Gale Encyclopedia of Alternative Medicine is a medical reference product designed to inform and educate readers about a wide variety of complementary therapies and herbal remedies and treatments for prevalent conditions and diseases. Thomson Gale believes the product to be comprehensive, but not necessarily definitive. It is intended to...
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Blood: Physiology and Circulation (The Human Body)Rosen Education Service, 2010

	Humans have been fascinated by the intricacies of

	blood as far back as early Egyptian civilization.

	Tombs in Egypt depicted bloodletting—a procedure

	through which blood is intentionally removed from a

	vein—as a treatment for sick patients. Some ancient

	Greeks drank the blood of a fallen warrior, believing that...
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Handbook of Food Factory DesignSpringer, 2013

	Food manufacturing has evolved over the centuries from kitchen industries to modern, sophisticated production operations. A typical food factory includes the food processing and packaging lines, the buildings and exterior landscaping, and the utility-supply and waste-treatment facilities. As a single individual is unlikely to possess all the...
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